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Editors’ Note
IT Modernisation project is an organisation
wide initiative with its impact on each one
of us. Thus, it is important for us to know
and appreciate the great work our staff and
officers are performing in various circles.
PARIVARTAN is an initiative to stay
connected to this project. This newsletter
will forge a communication link between all
those involved directly or indirectly in the
project and help us to share information,
seek guidance from each other, recognize
performances, and celebrate milestones.
“A memorable quarter”, that is how we
would all remember the quarter that just
went by. It will remain so because of several
events that occurred during these 3
months. We encapsulate some of these
major events for our readers.
This issue highlights the successful
implementation of Core Banking Solution
(CBS) and Postal Life Insurance (PLI)
software in Uttar Pradesh (UP) circle. We
present this Lead story, covering
implementation strategies, achievements,
and challenges faced in UP circles. Through
our Snippets, I Speak and Your Voice
columns we are highlighting experiences,
suggestions, opinions of our leaders and
colleagues.
Moreover we have sections like Events and
CM Corner and even give you all a glimpse
of some contests held in this quarter.

All of this and more awaits you. We
sincerely hope you enjoy reading the first
issue of “Parivartan”.
Our heartiest thanks to those who have
contributed their valuable inputs to make
the idea of this newsletter a reality. We
promise to bring out more issues to
enlighten you about the latest on the IT
Modernisation project. We hope to keep
improving our content and presentations as
we go along, with the valuable inputs of all
our readers.

Thanks
A. B. Joshi
Member (Technology), Postal Services Board
(Editor-in-Chief)

We congratulate Mr. Saurabh Kumar (Sub Divisional
Inspector (Posts), Bilaspur Divison, Chhattisgarh) for
winning the Newsletter Name Contest. He proposed the
name “Parivartan” for the newsletter.
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Introduction
Vision - To Be A Technology Enabled, Self Reliant Market Leader
The IT Modernisation project will collaboratively drive innovation and fundamentally
integrate disparate businesses to deliver a broad set of benefits to the stakeholders. To
achieve the stated vision, the following IT Solutions will be implemented:
 Core Banking Solution (CBS): Enable anytime anywhere banking
 Postal Life Insurance (PLI): Enable fully integrated life insurance platform
 Mail Operations: Increase visibility into mail operations and enable mail applications
such as track & trace and point of sale
 Rural ICT: Rural ICT (Information and Communications Technology) Hardware devices
and applications for approximately 1.30 lakh Branch Post Offices and enabling GDS to
perform all transactions electronically
 IT systems for employees: Enable applications for all accounting modules and
personnel management
 Customer interaction channels: Manage India post website, customer service call
center and e-commerce solution for Department of Posts

Snippets

“While we continue to strengthen the solutions, the extra mile that you all
have traversed in order to manage the challenges is commendable. As the
implementation gathers steam, I would request each one of you to keep up
the energy and commitment you have demonstrated so far.”
- Kavery Banerjee, Secretary (Posts)

“The IT Modernisation Project is unique in the sense that
nothing of this scale has been attempted in the past. Today we
have been able to move more than 650 post offices on to the
CBS platform. The zeal and commitment of the staff at post
offices was remarkable and was appreciated by the stakeholders
even outside the department. I am confident that together we
will achieve what department has envisaged for us.”
- Vineet Pandey , DDG Financial Services

Know what our leadership

has to say about
IT Modernisation Project

“The IT Modernisation Project is our dream project, and it is our
responsibility to make it a success. The project will help India
Post to redefine its business and its the role in the country, and
to be financially self-dependent and self-sustained in the long
run. Successful implementation of this project will not only
change the face and fortune of our organisation, it will also be
a game changer for the Indian economy.”
- Vasumitra , CPMG, Delhi

“PLI is an entire software solution where seamless transaction can be
carried out for better after sales service. The solution has been rolled out
in 327 HO and 3500 PO and 800 processing centres have been set up. As
anticipated some technical glitches emerged which have been rectified so
that staff and public do not face any difficulty. I request staff members to
equip themselves through training and look at the solution with positive
attitude. We are confident that, with your continuous support and
confidence in us, this roll out will be successful.”
- V. Pati, CGM PLI
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Events
Change Network Workshops -Year 2
This year’s Change Network workshops
were held at 14 circles (9 non pilot and 5
pilot) from May to July 2014 and covered
501 change leaders and change agents.
The audience included DPS HQ, DPS
Region, selected division heads, NISG
members, line managers (ADs, DDMs),
selected user champions, CM SPOC
(Change Management Single Point of
Contact), and selected Tier 3 employees
(SPM, PM, IPO, PA). The workshops
covered experience sharing from live

locations, features of CBS and PLI solutions
with role wise benefits, migration and post
migration support, check on pre-migration
activities and activities to be taken up by
the change network.
Through the workshops, the
change
network was engaged to take on an active
role in change management activities communications,
cascade
leadership
messages, expedite data collection,
provide timely feedback and help address
issues across the circle.
- Compiled by TCS CM Team

Just to let you know:
Change Network comprises of a
group of individuals from DoP
who have been identified by the
respective circles to spread project
related communications to their
peers and subordinates, to lead
and drive the change and be the
means to understand the pulse of
the organisation.

CBS Post Implementation visits Lucknow & Jaipur
FS Division organized CBS workshops in
May 2014 at various pilot circles with
an objective of preparing non-pilot
circles for the upcoming CBS migration.
Lucknow workshop, held on 13th May
2014, was attended by representatives
from Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab and Uttarakhand. Jaipur workshop took place on 26th May 2014,
with participation from Chhattisgarh,
Gujarat,
Jammu
and
Kashmir,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh. The FS
Division, DMCC (Data Migration
Command Centre) team in charge and
FSI
(Financial
Services
System
Integrator) vendor participated in both
meetings.
Best
practices
for

pre-migration and roll out, lessons learnt
during implementation and other guidelines
were shared with the participants.
Some of the other CBS workshops and
trainings conducted were:
 Circle Processing Centers (CPC) Process
streamlining workshop was conducted
in Bangalore and issues relating to
Datacap and Filenet were discussed
with Infosys.
 Post Migration Workshops in Mumbai,
Chennai, Jaipur and Bangalore to
educate the field units and clarifying
the doubts and issues in CBS.
- Contributed by Kanwaljit Singh

Postal Life Insurance (PLI) Events
Various workshops trainings and seminars were conducted in
various circles with the vision of understanding roll out of CIS
(Core Insurance Solution). Topics like end to end data cleansing,
pre-migration activities, setting up of data profiling tools at circle
level, operationalization of CPC, and other general guidelines for
effective implementation of PLI were discussed. Some of the
meetings conducted were:
 Training for executive awareness
 Seminar for PMGs in Delhi on 25th September 2014
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Workshop for Deputy Divisional Managers at RAKNPA
Ghaziabad on 18th-19th September 2014
Workshop for CPC staff in Mumbai and Pune on 12th
September 2014
3 workshops with System Administrators in Delhi
between 25th- 29th August 2014
Workshop for CPC staff in Bangalore in July 2014
- Contributed by Amitabh Singh (AGM, PLI)
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Lead Story - Uttar Pradesh (UP) Circle
With the IT Modernisation project, Department of Posts has
embarked upon an unprecedented transformation journey. UP
Circle has started upon a positive note as the implementation of
CBS and PLI solutions has been stable and successful. The
commitment and the effort demonstrated by the circle in bringing
out this transformation has been commendable.
In UP circle CBS roll out is completed in 130 locations and PLI roll
out is completed in 19 HOs/GPO and its corresponding SOs. As
expected, officers and staff faced some challenges during the
initial implementation phase. The circle ensured 100 % data
cleansing as per latest rules prescribed by DMCC and completed
the pre-requisite activities before rollout such as training , testing
of network – NSP 1 & NSP 2 , mock migration , manual data
digitization, upgradation of Operating systems in desktops,
printing and supply of new A/C opening forms and passbooks.
Continuous monitoring and coordination with the DMCC team for First CBS Migration UP - Lucknow – Chowk HO
more than 48 hours before successful Go-live of office, identified
for CBS migration was also ensured. Skill development was the
primary focus of the circle for the staff for acceptance and
smooth implementation of the newly launched application with
re-defined processes.
Some of the achievements and benefits realized by the staff in
the circle have been that overall EOD of circle now takes place
between 7:00 – 8:00 PM as compared to previous time of 11:0012:00 PM. With the launch of the centralized EOD mechanism,
POs need to execute only a single command for completing EOD
at their end whereas in the past POs needed to execute 5 commands for completion of EOD.
The circle has set up the Command Centre at the Circle and
Regional level for monitoring all aspects of the IT Modernisation
project i.e. Network migration, AV-AD rollout, CBS Pre and Post
migration issues, CIS Pre and Post migration issues , CSI (Core
System Integrator) data readiness etc.. Resources deputed at the
command centre had gone through all necessary trainings and
had attended workshops for awareness about all monitoring
aspects involved in project and the working procedure of the
newly launched applications.

First PLI Migration UP – Noida HO

The circle conducted several pre-go live events to increase
awareness and understanding of the solutions, as well as to
equip staff with the skills required for the implementation of
the solutions. User Champion and End User training of
concerned staff, workshops at Circle and Regional level for
awareness of the migration procedure and pre-requisites for
successful rollout, Change management sessions at Circle,
Regional and Divisional level were few of the sessions
conducted by the circle for its staff.
In addition, to monitor pre-migration activities, the circle
teams provided necessary assistance during roll outs and
analysed post migration issues. Regular visits were made by
officers and command centers team, accompanied by NISG
representatives.
- Contributed by Shadab Alam, NISG

First NI Migration UP – Amethi HO
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YOUR Voice
“PLI solution is going to make our work much
more streamlined, reduce the work load and
repetitive actions and give lots of services to
the customers. The feedback that we have
been getting is that the staff is very positive
and very cooperative and has taken full
benefits of workshops to understand the new environment
of the post office.”
- Amitabh Singh , AGM PLI

“There were several issues faced during
data cleansing by the staff in the field
and also during the data migration. But
with our due diligence, we devised some
formats to receive data and get the same
updated/ cleansed during the migration
without any technical support. We also
held a workshop at PLI Directorate with System
Managers of Circles and NISG on data cleansing and
clarified all their doubts and the process of
migration. We are ready to face the challenges and sort
out the problem of data cleansing/updation in the least
possible time during the migration of data. Another
interactive workshop was held with the Circle
representatives, NISG, Central IT team of DoP and
various teams of Infosys like infrastructure, architecture
and development teams involved in development of
solutions. A list of common issues being faced in running
the application, post migration, was prepared for their
fixing on priority. We hope that the system will work
trouble-free once fixes for the same are implemented.”
- Vipin Malhotra
Deputy Divisional Manager (PLI)

Changing and adaptation to the new
systems becomes easy if we interact with
our staff regularly. We should continue to
make people aware about the forthcoming
changes on all aspects.
As per my
experience, out of 10 people 9 are willing
to change and accepting this change. The
staff perception is changing gradually and they are
anxious to learn what is going to happen in the near
future. Hundreds of staff members come to me for
departmental training. This is the platform that I have
got to express myself and motivate my staff. I have kept
the last day of my training especially for ‘Change the
Mind’ of staff. I hope this enthusiasm continues and
many people like me create such environment where our
staff says “Yes, this is it”.
- Jagat Raj, System Administrator,
IP Head Post Office, Delhi

S Mishra,
Deputy Director,
PTC Guwahati
How did you go about bringing this change in the
working style of staff and how have they adapted
to the new system?
S Mishra: With the introduction of IT Modernisation project, the
staff is very much interested and eager to embrace new change
and learn about CBS and Mc Camish software. They compared
themselves with public sector undertakings and private
institutions and adopted the concept of taking the
self-responsibility to adopt to new work style and environment.
What did you do to increase the awareness and
motivation level of staff in your circle/ office?
S Mishra: I normally interact with the employees about the
changing scenario of the department. Group discussion and
interaction among each group during the training session has
increased the awareness and motivation level.
Do you think that staff’s perception has changed
after getting the more information about new
solution?
S Mishra: It is a fact that TCS has done a wonderful job in
spreading the theme of change. The release of poster and its
updation, quiz competition, organizing workshop has changed the
perception of the staff towards the new solution. The front line
staff now encourage the customers to open new accounts in Post
offices.
Based on your experience, what would be your
suggestions/ recommendations to the circles going
live in the future?
S Mishra: In my opinion the schedule of go-live should be
prepared well in advance and some of the staff of the offices
previously migrated should be deployed temporarily in the offices
due for migration. Also if the staff of the office needs retraining
on PLI/CBS, they should be trained again before migration.
In your opinion, what are some of the benefits of
changes in the processes and systems because of
the new solution?
S Mishra: a) The digitization of the documents in CPC is uploaded
and stored at server centrally and thus can be accessed easily at
any time instead of searching the manual documents.
b) The errors of the software and its patches are applied centrally
at server only and not locally at each and every transaction
offices.
c) The new solution has attracted customer towards post offices
for CBS.
d) ATM facility in the post offices is another factor for customer
satisfaction. It is like mail conveyed through pigeon and now
conveyed through air services.
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Status Scan

 Primary Data Centre is
operational w.e.f. 3rd April
2013 at Navi Mumbai.
 24500+ locations have
been connected with the
Data Centre.

 CBS roll out is completed
at 676 locations and PLI
roll out is completed at
3500 locations.
 ATM service is installed
and commissioned at 4
locations.
 Circle Processing Centers
(CPC)
have
been
commissioned
in
11
Circles.
 Approximately
32000
Indiapost email ids have
been created.
 Anti-Virus is installed on
~32,000 Desktops.
 UAT for HR, MO & F&A is
completed.
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The IT Modernisation program comprises
several projects that aim to build the
infrastructure and various businesses, as
well as employee solutions, such as the Core
Banking Solution (CBS), Postal Life Insurance
(PLI), Human Resource (HR), Finance &
Accounting
(F&A),
Mail
Operation,
Customer Interaction Solutions (CIS), Rural
Business Solutions etc. The status of
infrastructure and various solutions is
provided below:
A primary data centre has been set up at
Navi Mumbai which is operational w.e.f. 3rd
April 2013.
Data Recovery Centre (DRC), situated in
Mysore, is planned to be ready by Nov 2014.
The Network Integrator (NI) has deployed
the network infrastructure connecting about
28800 departmental offices to the Data
Centre. Network Operations Centre (NOC)
monitors the network availability across all
Post Offices. Its commissioning is complete
and is operational since May 2013. NI
Services Desk is also set up to provide
support for network related issues and it is
operational since May 2013.
The CBS and PLI has been rolled out at 676
and 3500 locations respectively. Circle
Processing Centers (CPC) is responsible for
handling non-customer interfacing tasks,
such as document scanning, centrally. CPC
for CBS have been commissioned in 11
Circles and work is complete in almost all
other circles. ATM services installation and
commissioning is in progress and ATM card
RFP is in process. The installation and
commissioning of central hardware is
complete at the Data Centre.

6

Core System Integrator (CSI) is
responsible
for
developing
and
supporting Mail, F&A, HR, CIS and
Infrastructure solutions for all channels.
The roll out is in process for
infrastructure solutions including email
and antivirus. Email migration is
complete and Indiapost email ids have
also been created for about 32000 Group
A and B officers and for all Post offices.
Login ids and passwords have been
shared with the respective officers and
staff. Symantec Antivirus has been rolled
out at approximately 32000 desktops
across India.
M/s TCIL has been selected as the
successful bidder for Rural Hardware. LoI
has been issued and its acceptance has
been received from the selected bidder.
The process is underway to sign the
contract and initiate the implementation
phase. The project is likely to start in
October 2014.
- Compiled by TCS CM Team

Points to Note:


NI Operational Plan is circulated among the staff to process post migration issues.
For any operational related issue you can contact:
- NI Helpdesk Number : 18603458888 (From BSNL /MTNL)
- NI Helpdesk Email: Dop.helpdesk@sifycorp.com
-DoP Support Team:
dm.network@indiapost.gov.in and networkops@indiapost.gov.in
 We request the officers and staff to please use the India Post email ids for future
communication.
 As an effort to disseminate knowledge to the field level “Frequently Asked Questions
on CBS” is updated and published in the website http://tamilnadupost.nic.in/sdc/
 For more information on the various projects under this program, please visit the
“Change Management Corner” at:
http://www.indiapost.gov.in/it_modernisation_cm/
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CM Corner
Change Management (CM) is a structured approach aimed
at enabling DoP employees to accept and adopt the new
systems that are being introduced as part of the IT Project.
The CM approach is focussed on increasing the awareness
and understanding about the change and its benefits across
all 5 lakh employees and staff of DoP. The CM team is also
working closely with DoP as well as system integrators to
ensure effective training and capacity building.
Over the past two years, the CM team has interacted face
to face with more than 4500 officers and staff across at
around 60 locations across the country to spread
awareness, develop change leadership and increase
acceptance of the new systems. The CM team has also
identified and engaged with a 2000 strong “Change
Network”. This network comprising of select officers and

staff of the department have played a pivotal role in
spreading awareness about the project across DoP. The CM
team has also established multiple channels of
communication with the DoP staff including a webpage,
e-mail and facebook communities.

CAN Top Performers
94 Change Leader/ Change Agents had been identified as
Top Performers across the 22 circles. These individuals
have been felicitated through certificates. Their names are
featured in the Indiapost website: http://indiapost.gov.in/
it_modernisation_cm/CAN Top Performers.html

Certificate of Appreciation
To honor the dedication and commitment towards effective
running of the IT Modernisation project, TCS CM team came
out with “Certificates of Appreciation”.
We are glad to inform that
has been awarded as the CM SPOC of the Quarter
by the Change Management Implementation Committee in
recognition of his outstanding efforts in effectively driving
the Change Management activities and maintaining connect
with the Change Management team.

Crosswords

Movie Making Contest
TCS CM team conducted a Movie Making Contest wherein
DoP employees were asked to shoot a video/audio clip of
around 2 minutes on the IT Modernisation project. The
objective of this contest was to increase the involvement
and awareness level of the DoP officials and staff towards IT
Modernisation project.
The contest created a great excitement in the department
and an overwhelming response was received.

As part of TCS CM activities, Crossword was launched in the
month of June 2014. This was an easy way to have some fun
while testing the knowledge about different solutions such
as CBS, PLI. A good number of participants responded to the
crosswords and we had a three clear winners for the
crosswords.

Congratulations to the
Winners!
1st—Prodip Dutta
(West Bengal circle)
2nd—R S Mishra
(Himachal Pradesh circle)

Crossword #1 - M Lenin
(System Administrator, Tamil Nadu)

Crossword #2 - Sumit Sharma
(Postal Assistant, Punjab)

Crossword #3 - Praveen Kumar
(System Administrator, Tamil Nadu)
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Going Forward
CBS solution rollout is expected to resume in the month
of October 2014 and all Departmental Post Offices are
to migrate by 31st Dec. 2015 in a phased manner

PLI solution rollout is expected to resume in the
month of October 2014

DRC is likely to be ready by 1st week of November
2014

Once testing is completed for HR, F&A and Mail
Operations, training is expected to start in the
first quarter of 2015

Technical helpdesk for employees and call centre for
customers is planned for roll out in the first quarter of
2015

Connect with us at:
TCS CM Team has set up various channels for interacting with stakeholders. These are as given below:

We are on the web:

Visit us on facebook page:

Write to us at email id:

http://www.indiapost.gov.in/
it_modernisation_cm/

- India Post Change Leaders Tier 2
- India Post Change Agents Tier 3

connect.indiapost.cm@gmail.com
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